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1. Introduction
The perturbation classes were introduced in Fredholm theory to study the stability of the semi-Fredholm and Fredholm
operators under additive perturbations. Let T and K be continuous operators acting from a Banach space X into a Banach
space Y . Kato proved that T + K is upper semi-Fredholm whenever T is upper semi-Fredholm and K is strictly singular [16,
Theorem 5.2] (see also [13, V.2.1 Theorem]). Similarly, Vladimirskii proved that T + K is lower semi-Fredholm whenever T
is lower semi-Fredholm and K is strictly cosingular [27, Corollary 1] (see also [22, Theorem V.3.4]).
The perturbation classes problem consists in determining whether the strictly singular operators and the strictly cosingular
operators are the only operators that satisfy these properties. This problem was formulated by Gohberg, Markus and Feld-
man in 1960 (see [12, p. 74]) for the upper semi-Fredholm operators. Later, it was explicitly stated by Caradus, Pfaffenberger
and Yood [10, page 101], Pietsch [21, 26.6.12], Tylli [26, Section 3], Weis [29] and [4]. Finally, a negative answer was found
in [14].
Let us introduce some notation in order to describe the problem in a more general context. Let A be a class of continuous
operators between Banach spaces. The perturbation class PA of A is deﬁned by its components:
PA(X, Y ) := {K ∈ L(X, Y ): K + A ∈ A(X, Y ), for every A ∈ A(X, Y )},
where X and Y are Banach spaces such that A(X, Y ) is non-empty.
The components PA(X, Y ) were studied in [17] in the case X = Y (see also [10]) and in [3] in the general case.
Here we denote by Φ , Φ+ and Φ− the classes of Fredholm, upper semi-Fredholm and lower semi-Fredholm operators.
Moreover, SS , SC and In denote the classes of strictly singular, strictly cosingular and inessential operators.
It is well known that PΦ coincides with In [17] and that In is an operator ideal [21]. However, the perturbation classes
for Φ+ and Φ− are unknown, in general. The mentioned results of Kato and Vladimirskii and the stability of the index of a
semi-Fredholm operator under small perturbations (see [4, Theorem 3.6]) imply that, for every pair X, Y of Banach spaces
for which the corresponding perturbation classes are deﬁned,
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(2) SC(X, Y ) ⊂ PΦ−(X, Y ),
(3) PΦ+(X, Y ) ∪ PΦ−(X, Y ) ⊂ In(X, Y ).
In [21, 26.6.12] it was observed that the equalities PΦ+ = SS or PΦ− = SC would be true if and only if PΦ+ or
PΦ− satisfy certain compatibility conditions [21, 1.1.13]. These conditions imply that the components PΦ+(X) or PΦ−(X)
determine operator ideals. Finally, a counterexample was found in [14]: there exists a complex separable Banach space
Z such that PΦ+(Z) = SS(Z) and PΦ−(Z∗) = SC(Z∗). However, the space Z is very special: it is a ﬁnite product of
hereditarily indecomposable spaces. The existence of hereditarily indecomposable Banach spaces was only recently proved
in [15]. So the problem remains open for many spaces, specially classical Banach spaces.
We observe that it is interesting to ﬁnd positive solutions to the perturbation classes problem in special cases, because
they provide intrinsic characterizations of the operators in PΦ+ and PΦ− . Indeed, the property characterizing K ∈ SS(X, Y )
only depends on the action of K over the closed subspaces of X , while the one characterizing K ∈ PΦ+(X, Y ) depends on
the properties of the sums of K with all the operators in Φ+(X, Y ).
The component PA(X, Y ) of the perturbation class PA has sense only when the set A(X, Y ) is non-empty. In the
case A(X, Y ) = ∅ we could deﬁne PA(X, Y ) = L(X, Y ), the set of all operators from X to Y . However, this is not useful.
Indeed, for 1 < p < ∞, p = 2, both sets Φ+(Lp, p) and Φ−(p, Lp) are empty because Lp contains subspaces isomorphic
to 2. However, In(Lp, p) = L(Lp, p) and In(p, Lp) = L(p, Lp) because Lp contains complemented subspaces isomorphic
to p .
It is known that PΦ+(X, Y ) = SS(X, Y ) in the following cases:
(1) Y subprojective [17,2];
(2) X = Y = Lp(μ), 1 p ∞ [28] (the case 2 < p < ∞ was proved in [18]);
(3) X is hereditarily indecomposable [2, Theorem 3.14];
(4) X is separable and Y contains a complemented copy of C[0,1] [4].
Moreover, PΦ−(X, Y ) = SC(X, Y ) in the following cases:
(1) X superprojective [17,2];
(2) X = Y = Lp(μ), 1 p ∞ [28] (the case 1 < p < 2 follows from the results in [18]);
(3) Y is quotient indecomposable [2, Theorem 3.14];
(4) X contains a complemented copy of 1 and Y is separable [4].
We observe that the perturbation classes F+ and F− studied in [29] correspond to not necessarily bounded upper and
lower semi-Fredholm operators. These classes are smaller than those that we consider here. So the results in [29] are not
relevant for us. Indeed, Weis proved in [29, 2.3 Corollary, 3.7 Corollary] that F+(X) = SS(X) and F−(X) = SC(X) in the
case X separable, but the counterexamples in [14] act on separable spaces.
In this paper, given a Banach space Y such that Φ+(Lp, Y ) is non-empty, we show that the perturbation class PΦ+(Lp, Y )
coincides with SS(Lp, Y ) when 1 < p < 2 and Y satisﬁes the Orlicz property (see Deﬁnition 4), when p = 1 and Y is weakly
sequentially complete, and when 2 p ∞ and Y is arbitrary. As a consequence, we derive some results on the coincidence
of the perturbation class PΦ−(X, Lq) with SC(X, Lq) when 1 q < ∞.
2. Terminology and preliminary results
Throughout the paper, X , Y and Z are Banach spaces. We denote by BX the closed unit ball of X and by X∗ the dual
space of X . Given a closed subspace M of X , JM :M → X denotes the embedding of M into X and QM : X → X/M the
quotient map.
We denote by L(X, Y ) the (continuous linear) operators from X into Y and, given an operator T ∈ L(X, Y ), T ∗ ∈
L(Y ∗, X∗) is the conjugate operator of T , R(T ) is the range of T and N(T ) is the null spaces of T . We recall that QM∗
maps (X/M)∗ onto M⊥ isometrically and, since N( J E∗) = E⊥ , JM∗ induces an isometry from X∗/M⊥ onto M∗ . Thus, we
identify (X/M)∗ with M⊥ and X∗/M⊥ with M∗ .
The class of all operators is denoted by L. Given a class of operators A, its component of operators acting between X
and Y is
A(X, Y ) := A ∩ L(X, Y ).
In the case X = Y we usually write A(X) instead of A(X, X).
An operator T ∈ L(X, Y ) is upper semi-Fredholm if its range R(T ) is closed and its null space N(T ) is ﬁnite-dimensional;
it is lower semi-Fredholm if its range is ﬁnite codimensional, hence closed [25, Theorem IV.5.10]; and it is Fredholm if it is
upper semi-Fredholm and lower semi-Fredholm. We denote by Φ+ , Φ− and Φ the classes of upper semi-Fredholm, lower
semi-Fredholm and Fredholm operators. Note that T belongs to Φ+ (or Φ−) if and only if T ∗ belongs to Φ− (or Φ+).
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L(Y , X); it is strictly singular if no restriction T JM of T to a closed inﬁnite-dimensional subspace M of X is an isomorphism;
and it is strictly cosingular if there is no closed inﬁnite codimensional subspace N of Y such that QNT is surjective. We
denote by In, SS and SC the classes of inessential, strictly singular and strictly cosingular operators.
If T ∗ belongs to In, SS or SC then T belongs to In, SC or SS , respectively. However, all the converse implications fail.
We refer to [1] for information on the previously deﬁned classes of operators.
A Banach space X is decomposable if we can write X = M ⊕ N , with M and N closed inﬁnite-dimensional subspaces
of X . The space X is hereditarily indecomposable if it does not have decomposable closed subspaces. The space X is quotient
indecomposable if it does not have decomposable quotients.
For examples of hereditarily indecomposable and quotient indecomposable Banach spaces, we refer to [8,9,11,15].
For 1 p ∞, the Banach space Lp(0,1) is denoted by Lp , its norm by ‖ · ‖p and the Lebesgue measure on (0,1) by μ.
Note that, for 1  p < q ∞ and a measurable function f on (0,1), ‖ f ‖p  ‖ f ‖q; hence the space Lq is continuously
embedded in Lp .
Here we include some useful deﬁnitions and results.
Proposition 1. For 1 p < ∞, every inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace of Lp contains an unconditional basic sequence.
Proof. It is well known that, for 1 < p < ∞, the Haar basis (hn) is an unconditional basis of Lp . From this fact, a standard
perturbation argument for block bases of (hn) provides a proof of the result.
The space L1 does not admit an unconditional basis. However, given an inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace M of L1,
either M contains a subspace isomorphic to 1 or it is isomorphic to a subspace of Lq with 1 < q 2 [24, Theorem 8]. Since
the unit vector basis of 1 is unconditional, the result is also true for p = 1. 
Theorem 2. Let M be an inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace of Lp .
(1) If 1 < p < ∞ and M is isomorphic to p or to 2 then M contains a subspace isomorphic to M and complemented in Lp .
(2) If 1 p < 2, then M does not contain any subspace isomorphic to p if and only if the closed unit ball of M is p-equi-integrable,
i.e., given ε > 0 there is δ > 0 so that for every measurable set E ⊂ (0,1) with μ(E) < δ we have
sup
f ∈BM
∫
E
| f |p dμ < ε.
(3) If 2 p < ∞ then either M contains a subspace isomorphic to p and complemented in Lp or M is isomorphic to 2 and comple-
mented in Lp .
For a proof, we refer to [20, Theorem 3.1], [5, Theorem 7.2.6] and [5, Theorem 6.4.8] respectively.
Recall that a Banach space X is said to be primary if whenever M and N are closed subspaces of X and X = M ⊕ N then
M or N is isomorphic to X .
Theorem 3. (See [7, Theorem 7].) For 1 p ∞, the space Lp is primary.
3. Main results
Recall that a sequence (xn) in a Banach space X is semi-normalized if it is bounded and satisﬁes infn∈N ‖xn‖ > 0.
Deﬁnition 4. We say that X satisﬁes the Orlicz property if every semi-normalized weakly null sequence (xn) in X has a
subsequence (xnk ) that satisﬁes a lower 2-estimate, i.e., there is a constant C > 0 so that, for every sequence (ak) of scalars,∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
k=1
akxnk
∥∥∥∥∥ C
( ∞∑
k=1
|ak|2
)1/2
.
Proposition 5. (See [23, Corollary on page 83].) Every Banach lattice of cotype 2 satisﬁes the Orlicz property.
For the deﬁnition of cotype, we refer to [5, Deﬁnition 6.2.10]. We observe that, for 1 p  2, the space Lp has cotype 2
[5, Theorem 6.2.14]. Hence for 1 p  2, the space Lp satisﬁes the Orlicz property.
Recall that for 1  p ∞, the set Φ+(Lp, Y ) is non-empty if and only if the space Y contains a subspace isomorphic
to Lp , because the Banach space Lp is isomorphic to its ﬁnite codimensional closed subspaces.
Theorem 6. Let 1 < p < 2 and let Y be a Banach containing a subspace isomorphic to Lp and satisfying the Orlicz property. Then
PΦ+(Lp, Y ) = SS(Lp, Y ).
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striction K |H is an isomorphism. We have to prove that K /∈ PΦ+ .
First, we consider the case in which H contains a subspace isomorphic to p . By Theorem 2, passing to a subspace if
necessary, we can assume that H is a complemented subspace isomorphic to p . Let M be a closed subspace of Lp such
that Lp = H ⊕ M . Since Lp is primary (Theorem 3), M is isomorphic to Lp .
By hypothesis, Y contains a subspace L which is isomorphic to Lp . Considering the relative position of K (H) and L
inside Y , one of the following cases occurs:
(1) K (H) + L is closed and K (H) ∩ L is ﬁnite-dimensional,
(2) K (H) ∩ L is inﬁnite-dimensional,
(3) K (H) + L is non-closed and K (H) ∩ L is ﬁnite-dimensional.
(1) Replacing L by a ﬁnite codimensional subspace, we can assume that K (H) ∩ L = {0}. Let U ∈ L(M, L) be a surjective
isomorphism. Thus, the operator
T : Lp = H ⊕ M −→ K (H) ⊕ L ⊂ Y
given by T (x, y) := −K (x)+U (y) is also an isomorphism. In particular, T ∈ Φ+ . Moreover, N(T + K ) is inﬁnite-dimensional,
because it contains the subspace H . Therefore, T + K /∈ Φ+ , hence K /∈ PΦ+ .
(2) Since K (H) is isomorphic to p , K (H) ∩ L contains a subspace N1 isomorphic to p . By Theorem 2, N1 contains a
subspace N2 isomorphic to p and complemented in L. Since Lp is primary, the complement of N2 in L is isomorphic to Lp .
So, replacing L by this complement and H by (K |H )−1(N2) which is a complemented subspace of H , we can assume that
the sum K (H) + L is direct and closed; hence we are in the conditions of case (1).
(3) We are going to ﬁnd a compact operator K1 ∈ L(Lp, Y ) such that (K + K1)(H) ∩ L is inﬁnite-dimensional. Note that
(K + K1)|H is upper semi-Fredholm. So, passing to a ﬁnite codimensional subspace, we can assume that (K + K1)|H is an
isomorphism. Therefore, the argument of case (2) provides an operator T ∈ Φ+(Lp, Y ) such that T + K + K1 /∈ Φ+ . Then
T + K /∈ Φ+ , hence K /∈ PΦ+ .
As in case (1), we can assume that K (H) ∩ L = {0}. From the fact that K (H) + L is not closed, it follows that there exists
a normalized sequence (yn) in K (H) such that dist(yn, L) < 2−n . Note that (yn) cannot have convergent subsequences,
because if y were the limit of such a subsequence, we would have ‖y‖ = 1 and y ∈ K (H) ∩ L, which is not possible.
Similarly, the limit of every weakly convergent subsequence is 0. Since p is reﬂexive, we conclude that (yn) is weakly
convergent to 0. Thus, by Bessaga–Pelczyn´ski selection principle [5, Proposition 1.5.4], passing to a subsequence we can
assume that (yn) is a basic sequence.
Let (hn) be a sequence in H such that K (hn) = yn for every n ∈ N. Since K is an isomorphism on H , (hn) is a basic
sequence. Therefore, there is a bounded sequence (h∗n) in the dual space Lp∗ such that 〈h∗i ,h j〉 = δi j for each i, j ∈N.
Now we select a sequence (zn) in L such that ‖yn − zn‖ < 2−n for every n ∈ N. Since ∑∞i=1 ‖h∗i ‖‖zi − yi‖ < ∞, the
expression
K1( f ) =
∞∑
i=1
〈
h∗i , f
〉
(zi − yi),
deﬁnes a compact operator K1 ∈ L(Lp, Y ) such that (K + K1)(hn) = zn for every n ∈ N. Hence (K + K1)(H) ∩ L is inﬁnite-
dimensional, as we wanted to prove.
It remains to consider the case in which H contains no subspace isomorphic to p . By Theorem 2, the unit ball BH is
p-equi-integrable. Therefore, for every ε > 0 there exists δε > 0 so that
μ(A) < δε ⇒ ‖ f χA‖p < ε, for every f ∈ BH . (1)
Moreover, given a constant M > 0, ‖ f ‖p  1 implies
μ
({
t ∈ (0,1): ∣∣ f (t)∣∣> M})< 1/Mp. (2)
We denote Mε := δ−1/pε ; hence 1/Mpε = δε .
Fix 0 < ε < 1/2. By Proposition 1, we can take a normalized, unconditional basic sequence ( fn) in H . Since K |H is an
isomorphism, there is a constant C > 0 so that ‖K f ‖ C‖ f ‖p for every f ∈ H .
We deﬁne gn ∈ Lp by gn(t) = fn(t) if | fn(t)| Mε and gn(t) = 0 otherwise. Note that, by Eqs. (1) and (2), ‖gn − fn‖p < ε
for every n ∈N.
Since Lp is reﬂexive, passing to a subsequence, we can assume that (gn − fn) is weakly convergent to g ∈ Lp with
‖g‖p  ε.
The sequence ( fn) is weakly convergent to 0, because it is a basic sequence in a reﬂexive space. Then (gn) is weakly
convergent to g , hence |g(t)| Mε a.e.
The sequence (hn) deﬁned by hn(t) := gn(t) − g(t) satisﬁes ‖hn‖p  1 − 2ε > 0 for every n ∈ N. Then it is a semi-
normalized weakly null sequence in Lp . Moreover, (Khn) is weakly null in Y and, selecting ε small enough, we can assume
that (Khn) is semi-normalized. Indeed,
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∥∥K ( fn − gn)∥∥− ‖K g‖ > C − 2ε‖K‖.
Since ‖hn‖∞  2Mε for each n, the sequence (hn) is semi-normalized and weakly null in L2. Passing to a subsequence,
we can assume that (hn) is equivalent to the unit vector basis of 2 in L2 and (Khn) satisﬁes a lower 2-estimate in Y (this
space satisﬁes the Orlicz property). Therefore, there exist constants 0 < C1 < C2 < ∞ so that, for each sequence (an) of
scalars,
C1
( ∞∑
n=1
|an|2
)1/2

∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
anKhn
∥∥∥∥∥ ‖K‖ ·
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
anhn
∥∥∥∥∥
p
 ‖K‖ ·
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
anhn
∥∥∥∥∥
2
 C2‖K‖ ·
( ∞∑
n=1
|an|2
)1/2
.
Denoting by J : L2 → Lp the natural embedding, we have proved that K J is an isomorphism on a subspace of L2 isomorphic
to 2. Hence K is an isomorphism on a subspace M of Lp isomorphic to 2. By Theorem 2, we can assume that M is
complemented in Lp . Thus we can ﬁnish the proof as in the case in which K is an isomorphism on a complemented
subspace isomorphic to p . 
Recall that a Banach space Y is weakly sequentially complete if weakly Cauchy sequences in Y are weakly convergent.
The following result is a version of Theorem 6 for p = 1. It is immediate that a Banach space satisfying the Orlicz property
cannot contain subspaces isomorphic to c0. Hence, a Banach lattice satisfying the Orlicz property is weakly sequentially
complete [6, Theorem 14.12].
Proposition 7. Let Y be a weakly sequentially complete Banach containing a subspace isomorphic to Lp . Then PΦ+(L1, Y ) =
SS(L1, Y ).
Proof. Let K ∈ L(L1, Y ) be a non-strictly singular operator, then by [5, Remark of Theorem 5.5.1], K is not weakly compact.
Since Y is weakly sequentially complete, there exists a bounded sequence (xn) in L1 such that (Kxn) has no weakly Cauchy
subsequences. By Rosenthal’s 1-theorem [5, Theorem 10.2.1], we can assume that both (xn) and (Kxn) are equivalent to the
unit vector basis of 1. Denoting by H the closed subspace generated by (xn), we have that H is isomorphic to 1 and K |H
is an isomorphism.
The remaining of the proof if similar to that of the case when H contains a subspace isomorphic to p in the proof of
Theorem 6. We only mention some points in which the arguments differ.
By [5, Theorem 5.2.10], passing to a smaller subspace if necessary, we can assume that H is complemented in L1. We
denote by L a subspace of Y isomorphic to L1 and consider the three possible relative positions of K (H) and L:
(1) K (H) + L is closed and K (H) ∩ L is ﬁnite-dimensional,
(2) K (H) ∩ L is inﬁnite-dimensional,
(3) K (H) + L is non-closed and K (H) ∩ L is ﬁnite-dimensional.
In case (1), the argument is identical. The same happens in case (2), but here we apply [5, Theorem 5.2.9] instead of
Theorem 2. In case (3), we obtain a normalized sequence (yn) in K (H) such that dist(yn, L) < 2−n , using the same argument.
Moreover, since L1 is weakly sequentially complete [5, Theorem 5.2.9], by Rosenthal’s 1-theorem, (yn) has either a weakly
null subsequence or a subsequence equivalent to the unit vector basis of 1. Thus we can assume that (yn) is a basic
sequence, and ﬁnish like we did in the proof of Theorem 6. 
Recall that for 1 p,q  2, Φ+(Lp, Lq) is non-empty if and only if q  p [7, Theorem 26]. Moreover, Lq has the Orlicz
property. Thus the following result is an immediate consequence of the previous results on PΦ+(Lp, Y ).
Corollary 8. Let 1 q p < 2. Then PΦ+(Lp, Lq) = SS(Lp, Lq).
Let us show a difference between the cases q < p and q = p in the previous result.
Remark 9. Let 1 q < p < 2. Then SS(Lp, Lq) = In(Lp, Lq).
Indeed, since Lq contains subspaces isomorphic to p , if we write Lp = M ⊕N with M isomorphic to p then there exists
an operator K ∈ L(Lp, Lq) which is an isomorphism on M and 0 in N , hence K /∈ SS . However, K ∈ In because Lq does not
contain complemented subspaces isomorphic to p .
For 1 p < 2, SS(Lp) = In(Lp) [28] and, since every closed subspace of L2 is complemented, SS(Lp, L2) = In(Lp, L2)
and SS(L2) = In(L2).
Problem 1. It would be interesting to know if Theorem 6 and Proposition 7 are true without assuming Y satisﬁes the Orlicz
property and Y weakly sequentially continuous, respectively.
Next we show that for p  2 we can obtain a better result than for p < 2.
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Proof. Let K ∈ L(Lp, Y ) be a non-strictly singular operator and let H be an inﬁnite-dimensional closed subspace of Lp such
that the restriction K |H is an isomorphism.
We begin with the case p < ∞. By Theorem 2, we can assume that H is isomorphic to p or 2 and complemented
in Lp . Moreover, Y contains a subspace L isomorphic to Lp . So we can prove that K /∈ PΦ+ by considering the three
possible relative positions of K (H) and L, and repeating the arguments given in the ﬁrst part of the proof of Theorem 6.
In the case p = ∞, since L∞ is isomorphic to ∞ , by [5, Theorem 5.5.5] we can take H isomorphic to ∞ . Moreover,
∞ is injective. Then H is complemented in L∞ and K (H) is complemented in Y , and we can assume L∞ = H ⊕ L and
Y = K (H) ⊕ Y0, with L isomorphic to L∞ and Y0 isomorphic to Y . Thus it is easy to show the existence of T ∈ Φ+(L∞, Y )
such that T + K /∈ Φ+ . 
As a consequence of Theorems 6 and 10, we can derive some results on PΦ− .
Proposition 11. Let X be a Banach containing a quotient isomorphic to Lq. Suppose
(a) 2 < q < ∞ and X∗ satisﬁes the Orlicz property, or
(b) 1 q 2.
Then PΦ−(X, Lq) = SC(X, Lq).
Proof. Suppose that K ∈ L(X, Lq) and K /∈ SC . Let 1 < q < ∞ and p := q/(q − 1). Then K ∗ ∈ L(Lp, X∗) and K ∗ /∈ SS . By
Theorems 6 and 10, there exists T ∈ Φ+(Lp, X∗) such that T + K ∗ /∈ Φ+ .
Since Lq is reﬂexive, there exists S ∈ L(X, Lq) so that S∗ = T [13, II.2.16 Theorem]. Now S ∈ Φ− and S + K /∈ Φ−;
hence K /∈ PΦ− .
The case q = 1 is consequence of a result of Pełczyn´ski [19, Theorem 1]: if K ∈ L(X, L1) is not strictly cosingular then
there exists a complemented subspace M of X isomorphic to 1 such that K |M is an isomorphism and K (M) is comple-
mented in L1. We can assume X = M ⊕ X0 and L1 = K (M) ⊕ L, with X0 isomorphic to X and L isomorphic to L1. Thus it is
easy to show the existence of T ∈ Φ−(X, L1) such that T + K /∈ Φ− . 
Problem 2. It would be interesting to know if part (a) of Proposition 11 is true when X∗ does not satisfy the Orlicz property.
It follows by duality from [7, Theorem 26] that Φ−(Lp, Lq) is non-empty if and only if 2 q p ∞. Thus the following
result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 11.
Corollary 12. Let 2 q p ∞. Then PΦ−(Lp, Lq) = SC(Lp, Lq).
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